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How often do you visit the Breakwater Park area?
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Mean : 2.910  | Confidence Interval @ 95% : [2.659 - 3.161]  |  Standard Deviation : 1.130  |  Standard Error : 0.128



During which seasons you mostly visit the area?
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Mean : 2.236  | Confidence Interval @ 95% : [2.098 - 2.374]  |  Standard Deviation : 0.995  |  Standard Error : 0.071



What time of the day do you use the area the most?
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Mean : 3.244  | Confidence Interval @ 95% : [3.031 - 3.456]  |  Standard Deviation : 0.956  |  Standard Error : 0.108



I visit the area to engage in the following activities (check all 
that apply)
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Mean : 3.067  | Confidence Interval @ 95% : [2.817 - 3.316]  |  Standard Deviation : 1.847  |  Standard Error : 0.127



How do typically access the area?
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Mean : 2.244  | Confidence Interval @ 95% : [2.031 - 2.456]  |  Standard Deviation : 0.956  |  Standard Error : 0.108



What barriers keep you or others in your household from 
visiting the area? (Check all the apply)
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Mean : 5.138  | Confidence Interval @ 95% : [4.859 - 5.418]  |  Standard Deviation : 1.627  |  Standard Error : 0.143



What improvements to the area would help remove any 
barriers? (Check all that apply)
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Mean : 3.645  | Confidence Interval @ 95% : [3.393 - 3.898]  |  Standard Deviation : 1.756  |  Standard Error : 0.129



Which amenities would you like to see added to the area? 
(check all that apply)
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Mean : 7.151  | Confidence Interval @ 95% : [6.759 - 7.542]  |  Standard Deviation : 4.271  |  Standard Error : 0.200



Do you think you would spend more time in the area if it was 
improved?
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Mean : 1.064  | Confidence Interval @ 95% : [1.009 - 1.119]  |  Standard Deviation : 0.247  |  Standard Error : 0.028



Overall, what is your opinion of the Breakwater Park 
Concept?
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Mean : 1.203  | Confidence Interval @ 95% : [1.073 - 1.332]  |  Standard Deviation : 0.586  |  Standard Error : 0.066



What gender are you?
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Mean : 1.786  | Confidence Interval @ 95% : [1.660 - 1.911]  |  Standard Deviation : 0.535  |  Standard Error : 0.064



What age group do you belong to?
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Mean : 5.958  | Confidence Interval @ 95% : [5.596 - 6.321]  |  Standard Deviation : 1.569  |  Standard Error : 0.185



Which ethnic group(s) do you feel you belong to? (Please 
select as many as apply)
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Mean : 1.806  | Confidence Interval @ 95% : [1.400 - 2.211]  |  Standard Deviation : 1.757  |  Standard Error : 0.207



How often do you visit the Breakwater Park area?

Response ID Response

119640498 Yearly

118413455 We setup Ice worm the fireworks display in this area

118412563 More frequently in summer, less during winter



Overall, what is your opinion of the Breakwater Park 
Concept?

Response ID Response

118413455 Just wanted to let you know about the current use



Tell us why

Response ID Response

120241684 Its  modest yet provides a nice covered space!!! there's so much to enjoy looking at 
and listening to from this site.

120241470 The break water is a beutiful place, and has great views; our family usually takes 
guests out their. and if it was made with tourism in mind, that would be great.

120241264 Everything

120241176 We need a covered shelter at the far (SW) corner- especially for birding

120240670 It's accessible and beautiful

120240556 People naturally gather here, so its good tp work with that. When there is a beautiful 
sunset  there's a constant stream of cars, and walkers here.

120168491 It’s a beautiful spot of town that could be more comfortable with a covered area. 
Right now, you make your spot where you’re going to just take in nature. With a 
more groomed area, it would be more appealing to pause & take your time rather 
than just walk the breakwater or glimpse the sunset.

120160047 I’d like to visit there more often and picnic there

120129912 Scenic vistas should be protected. They are an asset to any community -- think about 
how many communities have river-front trails or trails in community parks that are 
developed City facilities and assets.  Open space areas draw people for relaxing, 
gathering in small groups, and especially at the Breakwater Trailhead, bird watching 
and looking for sea otters. I see people using the Breakwater Trail EVERY DAY.  In the 
summer time, it's used every day by cannery workers taking their breaks. The 
mudflats just outside the harbor are rich feeding habitat for a couple dozen species 

              



Response ID Response

120084650 I’ve also heard that this group wants the last remaining waterfront lot for a park. The 
fill lot in the harbor absolutely has a higher and better use than a park. The Harbor 
Masters office should be located there if nothing else. It is highly valuable real estate.

120084471 I really miss the covered gazebo at the grassy field. In a town with this much rain, 
covered outdoor space is invaluable! Thanks for considering it!

120082928 having a place to go when the weather doesn’t necessarily permit being outside, 
having a covered space could able people to still gather outside even if the weather 
conditions are not the most ideal

120082586 The Community need accessible covered areas for gathering.Picnics, meetings, and 
parties.If you build it.. they will come!

120080939 There is not enough parking in that area and it is very busy with traffic for the 
seasons in which it would get the most use (spring, summer, fall). I am very 
supportive of more covered spaces in Cordova, but do not think adding more traffic 
to this particular area is smart until vehicular traffic and parking from the commercial 
fishing users is addressed.

120080411 In town east access outdoor recreation opportunities are limited. This location is 
pretty me of few such opportunities. The area also provides year round outdoor 
recreation, for a variety of activities and physical capabilities.

120080219 The breakwater is a unique location in Cordova because of the views, proximity to 
the inlet and harbor, and its accessible location for most residents.  Covered shelters 
at the breakwater and also at the harbor entrance location would allow for more 
comfortable use for more people for more of the year.  Thank you.



Response ID Response

120061429 It will be good for the community

120060119 This would be a great place to make a family friendly space to picnic and watch the 
boats of Cordova come and go as well as enjoy our beautiful scenery on the 
waterfront. I fully support this concept (especially with picnic tables and playground 
of some sort)!

120060028 A covered space for art and picnic and a small playground for kids and families would 
be wonderful

120029809 The breakwater area provides incredible views and allows you to observe the hustle 
and bustle of the harbor.

119977103 Having safe covered spaces would allow me to enjoy being outside when the 
weather is bad. Which sometimes can be for weeks at a time. Being outside makes 
me happy.

119901519 This is a commercial area that would be dangerous to have more foot traffic in. There 
is no room for increased vehicle use and it is a very bad place for kids to be running 
around at. Increased park activity means more trash blowing in the water as well. I'm 
all for covered spaces but this is not the right space.

119898823 Because it’s a harbor for the fisherman. Fisherman already have a hard time finding 
parking spots. Why would we create havoc. There are multiple parks already that 
need fixing up. Why add another? It’s a windy area it’s not going to be as enjoyable 
as you think. This plan is amazing it should be done at the grassy fields. Somewhere 
people having parties aren’t in the way.

119848132 It’s a very public area and it would be great if we had a covered space to sit and 



Response ID Response

119743762 Cordova needs both waterfront green spaces and Covered picnic shelters.

119648228 I would be proud having something like the Breakwater Park in my city. Something 
that attracts visitors is a bonus.

119640794 I think it would be a great opportunity for the community to be outside.

119640498 Very cool to have an area visitors would love to see.

119639527 I am a therapist at the hospital that works closely with handicap patients or disabled 
patients that would like to improve their quality of life and overall  health. Therefore, 
improving shelter and making the area more accessible it would increase the 
frequency of Cordovans utilization and enjoy the beautiful views of Cordova that it 
has to offer while sharing beautiful moments with family and friends.

119572003 Improved/increased seating areas would allow more people to use the area at the 
same time

119508531 More outdoor spaces are better!

119428714 Cordova really needs more waterfront park like areas where we can enjoy the 
environment and can access on less than nice weather days (ie somewhere covered).  
This location is easy to access, good for wildlife viewing. and a great spot to head to 
for lunch.

119394728 I have always been sad that when that area was developed, there was little done for 
the general public, just large commercial warehouses and parking lots. This is a 
beautiful part of town and way back when I had hoped there would have been 
sidewalks and green spaces to make it more amenable to the public. I was in Sitka 

              



Response ID Response

119378275 A great covered space to enjoy the beauty of nature, even on a rainy day.

119375255 This area is frequented by myself and the community. It would be a nice gathering 
space if there was a shelter to stay out of the weather and enjoy visiting with others 
or just sitting and watching the water, nature and goings on of the harbor.

119373163 I think having more covered spaces in Cordova would be a huge asset for the 
community. For such a rainy place, it makes sense to have outdoor spaces to gather 
no matter the weather. I do think it would be nice to get the covered space back at 
the park next to CCMC- this areas is centrally located and next to the grassy field. It 
was a great place to gather for potlucks, bbqs, etc and I think it would be an easy 
place to start for the Covered Spaces Project. The community already had this as a 
covered space and I think would love to see it rebuilt!

119361544 It is a beautiful spot and not much space to sit down and enjoy especially in the rain

119150386 Cordova needs Covered spaces for people to be able to gather outdoors for events, 
family, to bbq/picnic, and to take visitors.  While a much bigger covered space, such 
as a pavilion that is adequate for performances, weddings, outdoor gatherings, etc. is 
really needed in our community, (and perhaps the breakwater is not the ideal spot 
for that concept based on size restrictions- grassy field or Orca Inlet park by the 
campground both seem better choices for that) as well as recreational picnic shelters 
that can be reserved, this could be a good starting point to at least have some 
covered space to take visitors and family to.

119069111 Cordova is in desperate need of covered spaces, so we can enjoy our town in any 
kind of weather

               



Response ID Response

118487046 There are a lot of folks that use the area. I'd like to see it stay cleaned up better. I do 
have concerns about reducing parking even more than it is or attracting more 
vehicles to a parking area that is already short of parking spaces. It will require more 
maintenance and cleaning up with more usage. It is currently often pretty trashy. 
Perhaps with more trash cans that would help. I'd also like to see more security. 
There has been a fair amount of theft and vandalism to fishermen's vehicles and I 
think this might increase that situation

118482038 Cordova needs more parks

118440911 Our climate dictates a need for more accessible outdoor recreation opportunities in 
town

118436881 The breakwater is an extremely important resource in Cordova, a community that 
essentially revolves around the harbor. Plus, it the first thing many people see when 
they arrive in Cordova by boat. It is an exceptionally convenient walking and nature 
viewing location that is flat, close to town, and not on a road. These qualities do not 
exist in many (or maybe any other?) places near town. For these reasons, it is 
important to not only maintain but also to improve it's functionality and service to 
Cordova's community, workforce, and visitors.

118423997 Its good to invest in areas that add to the quality of life and make Cordova more 
appealing.

118422387 Will it decrease fishermen’s long term parking? More access concerns me because 
our bowpicker is on k float. As it is in the summers now, that area is a hotspot for out 
of town workers that often drink, get rowdy, and blast their loud music at all hours. It 
makes me uncomfortable to take my small kids and dog down there  especially when 



Response ID Response

118416534 Beautiful spot in Cordova and improvements would increase use

118413455 Looks like a great idea for the harbor. Hopefully current use can be factored in. 
Thanks

118412563 Cordova needs more public spaces and covered spaces in general and this is the only 
proposal from the City I've seen to address those issues. If there was another project 
other than the Breakwater revitalization project, I might have answered the survey a 
little differently but since this is all that we have to go with, I say may it happen! It 
would also be nice to compliment the Cordova makeover with an imporved 
Breakwater trail and public space. Great work planning commission!

118409072 Just happy to see things change and improve.

118407746 Beautiful concept design! Cordova needs more waterfront parks and spaces to meet. 
We need to care more about our appearance and recognize it’s ok to spend money 
on things that are good for our mental and emotional health! It’s ok to want nice 
things that highlight the beauty of our area.

118405407 A covered space will attract more trash from cannery workers. There is to much 
traffic in the area for kids to be running. I like the idea but, This is not the place for a 
covered area.

118403938 Cordova cannot afford this right now. Budget deficits are a larger concern.

118401175 For being a community on the waterfront there are very few places to actually go sit, 
read, play, observe, sketch, paint the water and wildlife. Certainly few places that are 
covered. The Gazebo at the old Science Center is i believe the only one. Especially 
during shorebird season  It would be a beautiful place for families to watch the fleet 



Do you have any other feedback on the Breakwater Park 
Concept?

Response ID Response

120241684 Do it!

120241470 A telescope would be amazing !!!

120241176 Start of with shelter & trail- go slower on expansion.

120240556 Thanks for providing dog poop bags.

120160047 Science center would use a covered space there to do lessons with kids

120144148 It would great to have a covered picnic table there for rainy dats

120129912 Other than that I love it, no other feedback.  I don't know that a bathroom is an 
essential part of the concept initially since the Harbor Master bathroom is close by, 
but certainly a sign to the Harbor Master's office for bathroom use would be useful.

120088332 Shelters in exposed locations should include transpatent windward weather walls to 
keep them useful on inclement days.

120084650 The group has gotten a bit pushy, bordering on entitled.

120082928 Great Idea! Would Love to See it!



Response ID Response

120082586 I think the organizers are doing a great job at getting the community feedback and 
envolvement.

120080939 This is one area of Cordova that is already too crowded with people and vehicles. 
Pick any other place, any other, and please do build covered spaces in those places.

120080411 I fully support the concept and look forward to seeing details in the future for 
implementation.

120080219 A doggie waste bag dispenser at the trail entrance would be great :)

120077355 We need spots to get out of the rain

120074970 We need a shelter on the fill at the harbor entrance.

120067571 Extending the current trail along the jetty to the navigational marker would be great.  
Also, enhancing the trail by renewing the surface gravel layer and/or addressing 
surface drainage would be an improvement because the puddles are extensive 
following our frequent rainfall.

120060028 Nope

120029809 Maybe guard rails/fencing to prevent folks from taking a tumble down into the rip 
rap.

119977103 It’s a wonderful idea!!!



Response ID Response

119898823 Don’t do it

119743762 It doesn't need bathrooms because the harbormaster building has bathrooms very 
close.

119648228 I like the idea and where it’s headed. It would be great to have a city destination that 
one could visit, have picnics at.

119639527 I support fully all that this concept plan is attempting to achieve

119572003 Trail improvement including salt/sanding would make winter use safer and more 
inviting

119394728 I love it and I hope to see more public green space areas get developed. An 
aluminum can receptacle or more could be helpful. The other part of trash and can 
receptacles is they have to be regularly emptied. That doesn't seem to be an issue in 
Cordova but I have seen it in other places - the receptacle gets so full that people end 
up littering because there is no where to put their garbage and they don't pack it out.

119373163 I like the idea of a covered picnic area at the Breakwater Park. I would hope that the 
picnic tables would be a little more practical than the picnic table currently placed 
there (it is made for giants). I think it's a little weird that the covered area is located 
right where there is already a park (the veteran's memorial & buoy) and not adjacent 
to it.

118863940 Same as last

118573373 The design is very nice, we need more places like this in Cordova

118496719 Thank you for working to improve the quality of life for Cordovans.



Response ID Response

118487046 There is a fair amount of traffic in that area. Folks with dogs and kids are going to 
have to be aware of that. It is a working harbor and a lot of the users are moving 
around a constricted area in a hurry.

118436881 Generally, a good concept and design. The addition of structures should be done 
thoughtfully and tastefully to maintain unimpeded views of orca inlet. For instance, 
putting a trash can on the harbor or parking lot side instead of between the path and 
the ocean. Furthermore, the addition of any educational signage should be 
contingent on the upkeep of signage and improvement of existing educational 
signage at the end of the breakwater trail, which is generally unreadable and caked 
in avian feces. They can very quickly and easily become more of an eye sore than an 
asset.

118433563 bid out extending the breakwater path to the end of the breakwater

118423997 Thanks to all who put time and effort into finding ways to improve life in Cordova. All 
ideas have to start somewhere.

118422387 I would really enjoy a new park in town with walking trails or paths but not right next 
to the harbor, at least not as close because it is first and foremost, a boat harbor.

118421594 The Breakwater Park Concept Site Plan includes photos of non-native plant species 
that appear to be proposed vegetation. Please do not plant non-native species. I 
doubt they would survive but those that do could become an invasive species 
problem. Cordova has enough of those issues.

118418252 No, build this thing!

118416534 I avoid breakwater in the summer because of the large numbers of off duty cannery 



Response ID Response

118407746 Thanks for doing things. Every city department should have a master plan.

118405407 It will also reduce needed parking within this area

118401175 Well it would be awesome if the breakwater was twice the size. Similar to Europe. 
Then it would be wheelchair accessible and safer for families with small children.

118400676 Don't go over board. Less is more. Cover the basics.

118400365 Covered Area



What gender are you?

Response ID Response

120082928 non-binary

120061429 Kraken

119508531 Other

118397992 Is not relivant



Which ethnic group(s) do you feel you belong to? (Please 
select as many as apply)

Response ID Response

120077355 Other

120074970 Other

120061429 Sea creatures

119639527 Latina

119508531 Other

119375255 Other

118863940 Native American

118487046 Other

118413455 Other

118403938 Other
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